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At the same time, the land of Huaxia was at the time of the late night, but with
Lin Yan in Western Europe said that he abdicated the forty-seventh generation
of the Lin Clan head, and was succeeded by Lin Hao to become the forty-eighth
generation of the Lin Clan head of Huaxia. Late night in Yanjing, Huaxia, the
ancestral home of the Lin Clan ancestral shrine, suddenly there was a gust of
wind, that placed in the Lin Clan ancestral shrine relying on the steak Lu Dye Ai
steak Wu within several thousand tablets, this moment all began to tremble ......

And at the same time, in the land of Huaxia, all the children of the Lin
Clan's Gate Warlord and all the forces they belonged to had received this news.
As one of the largest ancient gates in Huaxia, the Lin Clan's position simply
couldn't be shaken! And this moment was until Lin Yan released the news of the
inheritance. In all parts of Huaxia, in a secret base, in a secret industry of the Lin
Clan Warlords. One by one, the top executives of the forces cultivated by the
Lin Clan Warlords of Huaxia all rushed to Yanjing at the first time of the night
after receiving the news!

It was already three o'clock in the morning, this lion of Huaxia had begun
to sleep, and the entire land of Huaxia was quiet. But this moment centered on
Yanjing, dozens of highways had people from all over Huaxia, rushing to the Lin
Clan's ancestral home. They were going to gather in Yanjing! Waiting to attend
the Imminent Grand Ceremony of the 48th generation of the Lin Clan's
Gatekeepers!

This night, all over the country on the highway, there is an incomparably
luxurious convoy of heavily guarded, in a mad rush towards Yanjing. And the
night sky of Huaxia, at the moment there is also a plane sailing towards
Yanjing ......

No matter it's politics, business, military, this night as long as the people
related to the Lin Clan, all of them are rushing to Yanjing, countless elites,
countless representatives of power, all solemn and excited converge towards
Yanjing ......



Truly a windy, windy party!

This night in Huaxia was not destined to be a quiet night, with the
appointment of the forty-eighth-generation head of the Huaxia Lin Clan, all the
big and small forces in Huaxia, as long as they knew of the Lin Clan. This night
all moved, countless eyes were cast towards the direction of Yanjing ...... the
same countless forces, even more dreadful. After all, they already knew the
news of the end of the Lin Clan's civil war. And that news was incomparably
shocking!

Lin Yan, the forty-seventh generation master of the main lineage of the
Huaxia Lin Clan, along with Lin Hao, the forty-eighth generation master of the
Lin Clan Gate. At the sacred mountain of the Western Lin Clan branch, he
directly annihilated the entire Lin Clan branch. At this point, the decades-long
internal turmoil of the Huaxia Lin Clan's clan was completely over. The Huaxia
Lin Clan Clan would usher in a complete reunification! And Lin Hao, who was
about to become the forty-eighth generation head of the Warsaw Lin Clan, was
even a Gestapo! War Power is unparalleled ......

This night, after Lin Yan unloaded his identity as the forty-seventh
generation master of the Lin Clan's Gate Warlord, the people of the Lin Clan's
main vein were naturally incomparably excited, and the remnants, the forces
that had previously stood by the Lin Clan's branch, this night they also declared
their allegiance to the main vein without the slightest hesitation! Serve as the
forty-eighth head of the Warsaw Lin Clan, Lin Hao!

It was early morning in Yanjing, Huaxia, as the first rays of sunlight from
the first sun sprinkled the earth. Most of the representatives of the countless
forces under the Lin Clan of Huaxia, the elites had arrived in Yanjing, and at the
moment, within the ancestral home of the Lin Clan of Yanjing, the ancestral
home's doors were wide open, spirited, and after not letting her beard, the
generation legendary woman, Mrs. Lin, was standing in the center of the
ancestral home's ancestral hall in an agitated mood, welcoming an audience
with the representatives of the countless forces loyal to the Lin Clan of Huaxia!
The five Lin Clan elders, including Lin Bancheng, were also standing within the
Lin Clan Shrine at this moment, along with Old Madam Lin to greet ......

Early this morning, at the entrance of the large Lin Clan's gate, there was
a constant stream of clean and freshly dressed elites walking towards the
interior of the ancestral home, each with an incomparably solemn face ......



And at the moment there were more representatives of the Lin Clan's
Warsaw Gate's powerhouse, who were on their way to Yanjing at fire speed,
those people were farther away from Yanjing, and it might take some time
before they came to Yanjing. There are also the four large airports in Yanjing, all
full at the moment, an elite footsteps out of the airport, get on a special car,
heading to the Lin Clan ancestral home ......

And it's not just the Yanjing side of Huaxia. At the moment, over in
Western Europe, it's also the Lin Clan's largest overseas base, which has been
shattered on top of the Lin Clan's sacred mountain, and representatives of
forces outside of Huaxia around the world are also frantically making their way
here ......

The country to which this holy mountain belonged was just a small
country in Western Europe. After the war here the day before yesterday, it was
quickly blocked off by the reformed army, but Mo Lao had already
communicated with the country, and after Lin reached a series of strategic
economic and trade cooperation with the country, the holy mountain was lifted.

And although this holy mountain had been bombed the day before
yesterday, after all, it had been run by the Lin branch for a hundred years. Some
facilities still existed. And Mo Lao's people were doing their best to repair them,
and it was believed that soon this place would be restored to its former glory. It
was just that from now on, this sacred mountain, the largest base of the Huaxia
Lin Clan's gatekeepers overseas, would from now on be owned only by the Lin
Clan's main vein.

Chapter 692

At the moment, within the area where the Sacred Mountain was located, the
time was in the middle of the night, but the scene here was just like that of
Yanjing in China. Countless overseas representatives of the Lin Clan were
rushing towards this place in flames. Lin Yan and Mo Lao rushed to sit inside the
Sacred Mountain! This was Western Europe, overseas, the sphere of influence
of the Lin Clan's branch, but the current situation had developed to the point
where the internal strife of the Lin Clan had completely ended. The various
forces, intelligence websites, combat units, countless projects, companies, etc.,
etc., established by Lin Xiaoyun on this side of Western Europe had all been
fully taken over by the Lin Clan's main branch!



And those representatives of the powers that be, they also switched over
to the Lin mainline without the slightest hesitation, declaring their allegiance to
the current Lin Yan, the future Lin Hao! After all, when Lin was alive, it had been
instilled in them that there was only one Lin in the world! He had disagreements
and battles with the main Lin Clan, but in his heart, there was only one Lin Clan
from start to finish! So under the inculcation of that kind of thinking from Lin
Tsungyun, those overseas forces that were previously attached to the Lin
branch didn't hesitate at this moment.

And they didn't dare not to come and declare their allegiance! After all,
as strong as Lin Xiaoyun, Lin Jungfu, Lin Congfeng, Lin Xiaohu and the other five
powerful innate masters had all been decimated, they were no match for Lin
Yan and Lin Hao's father and son who had joined forces!

And especially those who know that the entire sacred mountain has been
knocked down by half, right now when they arrived at the scene in person,
looking at the blood everywhere, and occasionally there are still limbs that have
not been cleaned up, their scruples and fears are even stronger ......

One hundred people, one thousand people, two thousand people, three
thousand people ...... Within four hours of Lin Yan's announcement, at the foot
of the ruined Sacred Mountain, several thousand people had rushed over. The
number of people was enormous, and any one of them was not an ordinary
person, they were all representatives of major powers, the elite backbone class,
as well as the combat forces that formerly belonged to Lin's branch, the killer
group that didn't have time to arrive to participate in the duel the day before,
the top combat teams, all of them also rushed over ......

For a time, the place where this holy mountain was located, although it
was late at night, a heavy depression and a deep shock could still be felt ......

Likewise, not only did it cause a huge shock in Warsaw, on this side of
Western Europe, with Lin Yan summoning all the forces belonging to the Lin
Clan overseas at the Sacred Mountain, this night in Western Europe, countless
large and small forces, also felt a deep sense of fear ......

At eleven o'clock at night, in the north of Western Europe, in the H
country, in a rather chaotic city. This city is nicknamed the Imperial City, which
has such an overbearing nickname, because this city has the largest mercenary



group in Western Europe, the head of the dark forces of the Black Scorpion
organization in town!

The Black Scorpion organization is a top international dark force that
combines assassins and mercenaries into one. The Black Scorpion's biggest
source of income is all kinds of assassinations, kidnappings, and violent means
to get the biggest profits in the fastest time.

Likewise, because the Black Scorpion organization has a long history and
a hundred years of inheritance, they have always been like weeds that can't be
burned or killed, even with the various joint suppressions of Western Europe.
And if the Western European countries suppressed them in a hurry, the huge
losses caused by their backlash would not be something that the Western
European countries could bear.

Not to mention that over the years, in a capitalist rampant lot like
Western Europe, the Black Scorpion Organization itself had many executives
who held top positions within various governments in Western Europe, and
their power had, in a way, been combined with the power sector. So in recent
years, as long as the Black Scorpion Organization didn't do anything too
outrageous, the Western European countries had turned a blind eye. Not to
mention that in today's world, there are a lot of dirty jobs that Western
European countries can't do, so at this time, the Black Scorpion Organization,
which has a top mercenary group under their command, has become a sharp
blade! The simplest example would be, for example, the Middle East battlefield
where the Black Scorpions have been most active in recent years ......

At this moment, within the splendidly decorated Golden Castle
European-style castle, a bald strong man with Black Scorpion tattoos on half of
his face was looking at the scene projected within the hall, within the Lin Clan's
Sacred Mountain. This man was the Black Scorpion, the leader of the Black
Scorpion Organization! Right now he was looking at the projection in front of
him, his face incomparably heavy, his eyes deep with deep scruples!

He was an Innate Master himself, and his influence had always been in
Western Europe, so over the years, when Lin was still alive, he hadn't collided
with Lin Xiaoyun much, only to lose miserably every time. Being pressured by
Lin Xiaoyun, he couldn't hold his head up, and over time he became deeply
jealous of the Lin Clan, a thousand-year-old heritage in China.



The Black Scorpion had twelve army captains under his command, and
these twelve captains were also named after the word scorpion, such as Red
Scorpion, Purple Scorpion, Blue Scorpion, White Scorpion, and so on. Although
every one of these twelve army captains was powerful, none of them were
innate, and the strongest Heng's White Scorpion was only a half-step clan
master ......

At this moment, there were four of these twelve army leaders standing in
front of the Black Scorpion. An incomparably handsome man in a suit was also
looking at the projection in front of him right now, he was the Purple Scorpion,
and the plan to kidnap Shen Yutong half a day ago was the order he gave. He
had been staring at Gong Ming, the Warsaw jewelry merchant, for a long time.
Some time ago, the Gong Family had been destroyed in Warsaw, and all of the
Gong Family's assets in Warsaw had been divided up among various parties,
but a large portion of the Gong Family's assets overseas had gone to Gong Ming.
So after he learned of Gong Ming's wedding the day after tomorrow, he planned
to kidnap Shen Yutong. He had carefully investigated, and Shen Yutong was
incredibly important to Gong Ming. And he was certain in his heart that Gong
Ming would definitely pay a ransom of 100 million US dollars for Shen
Yutong. ......

Just when he learned that the plan to kidnap Shen Yutong was successful,
he hadn't had time to rejoice. He was called here by his own boss, the Black
Scorpion, and told to watch the projection on Lin's sacred mountain. And after
watching the projection, the Purple Scorpion was also incomparably scrupulous,
and even had a trace of cold sweat flowing down his face ......

"Boss, early tomorrow morning, Lin Hao, the forty-eighth generation
head of the Huaxia Lin Clan, will ascend the Holy Mountain and from then on
take charge of all the Huaxia Lin Clan's forces in Western Europe, do we need to
send someone there?" The Purple Scorpion said to the Black Scorpion with a
heavy face.

The Black Scorpion took a deep breath, deeply frowned, with a hint of
gravity on his face, nodded and said, "Well, let the Dye Covered Yi whisk love to
the White Scorpion go, the White Scorpion is the second leader of our Black
Scorpion Organization, he goes more appropriate ...... you inform the White
Scorpion".

"Yes!" The Purple Scorpion nodded respectfully, when Lin Xiaoyun was
alive, he had crushed their Black Scorpion organization to death in this territory



of Western Europe, but now that Lin Xiaoyun was dead, the new Lin Hao, who
was even more the master of the Lin Clan, they couldn't figure out Lin Hao's
personality and future plans in Western Europe. But no matter what, Lin
Xiaoyun's death was a good thing for them ......

Chapter 693

Three hours ago, Lin Hao, who was on his way to the direction of Gong Ming,
received a call from Mo Lao in the car. Mo Lao told him that his father, Lin Yan,
had passed on the position of Lin Clan's Gate Master to him, and that he was
now following Lin Yan and working together to consolidate all of Lin Clan's
power in Western Europe! Let Lin Hao go to the Lin Clan's Sacred Mountain
early tomorrow morning, when, after a night of consolidation, Lin Yan would
hand over all of the Lin Clan's power overseas to him.

Lin Hao's heart was incomparably shaken after hearing Mo Lao's words,
he didn't expect Lin Yan to be so swift in doing things. You know that neither he
nor Lin Yan were in Warsaw right now. And when Lin Hao thought that Lin Yan
was afraid that Lin Yan was trying to help him by saving people in Western
Europe, he was touched a little more. It was just that Lin Hao himself couldn't
even imagine how terrifying the Lin Clan's gatekeeper, which had been
inherited for thousands of years, had been! He wouldn't have thought that, right
now, the Lin Clan's ancestral home in Yanjing, China, would be in such great
demand! He wouldn't have imagined the shocking scene there at Lin's Sacred
Mountain at this moment!

"Temporary Gate Warlord North African Combat Sequence, Forest Leng!
Pay your respects to the master of the house!" Just as Lin Hao was shocked, Lin
Leng who was sitting next to him suddenly said in a solemn and serious tone as
he pushed his seat back and then his entire body knelt down on one knee to Lin
Hao in the car. Lin Leng's eyes were filled with fervor, and he had just heard
what Mo Lao had said to Lin Hao, after all, Lin Hao was driving the car and
answering the phone playing a foreign voice, and right now Lin Leng just felt his
hot blood surging and burning wildly!

"Well, get up, the priority now is to quickly find Gong Ming and then
prepare to rescue Yu Tong!" Lin Hao nodded to the incomparably fanatical Lin
Leng. He took a deep breath, pressed down the shock in his heart, and once
again stepped on the accelerator, the car speeding up once again towards
Gong Ming's location ......



And right now, Gong Ming was sitting in the wedding room in a lost state
of mind, half of his clothes soaked in blood, but he didn't even change, and the
wound on his head was just a simple bandage. The broken arm was wrapped in
a thick gauze with a plaster cast. And outside the room, there were seven or
eight policemen from Western Europe. Just the efficiency of those police
officers made Gong Ming incomparably angry. They were just routine for the
Chinese, and although Gong Ming was an elite, even so, the way those
European police officers looked at him carried a hint of contempt, unabashed
contempt.

Therefore, Gong Ming no longer had any hope in his heart for these
Western European policemen. He was alone within the room, frowning deeply,
his heart incomparably anxious, and he held his cell phone tightly in his hand.
He had already thought of Lin Hao, but in his consciousness, Lin Hao was still in
Tianhai City in Huaxia now. He was hesitant to call Lin Hao and seek Lin Hao's
help. After all, Lin Hao's family was so huge and was a forbidden existence in
Tianhai City, then Lin Hao should have power even in Western Europe.

Just within an hour just now, Gong Ming had used all of his power in
Western Europe. But the Gong family had been destroyed, and none of his
European friends had any intention of helping after hearing his request.

Gong Ming was anxious and had despair spreading in his heart. He really
didn't want to call Lin Hao unless it was absolutely necessary. But now he
couldn't take out 100 million US dollars himself. After all, the Gong family had
been destroyed by Lin Hao, although at first Lin Hao had left the Gong family's
properties in Europe to him after he knew that Shen Yutong Wu Yi Serving Steak
Serving Yi Xi Ai had come to Europe with him. But the account of those
industries, there is no 100 million US dollars, too much, it really is too much ......

Gong Ming's heart was incomparably anxious, he took a deep breath,
and now he was most worried about Shen Yutong. After all, every minute that
Shen Yutong was in the hands of those people was one more minute of danger.
Thinking of this, Gong Ming no longer thought in his heart about the
consequences of getting Lin Hao's help. Instead, he picked up his phone and
called Lin Hao ......

At this moment, Lin Hao, who had already entered F country and was half
a drive away from Gong Ming's residence, saw the call from Gong Ming on his
cell phone. After a moment of silence, he picked it up.



On the other end of the phone came Gong Ming's hoarse voice with
endless sorrow, "Lin Hao, Yu Tong has been kidnapped, help me, I really can't do
anything about it, help me ......"

Gong Ming on the other end of the phone was still speaking, and the
emotions mixed in that voice were desperate to the extreme. Lin Hao didn't
hear Gong Ming finish his sentence, he interrupted him, "Don't worry, I know
about Yutong, I'm in F country right now, I'll be at your place right away,
everything will wait until I get there ......"

Lin Hao hung up the phone after saying that, then Lin Hao said sideways
to Lin Leng, "Inform Uncle Mo and send an elite Lin's combat sequence to Gong
Ming's residence!"

"Don't worry, my lord, my men are already on their way, meet us at the
villa entrance in half an hour!" Lin Leng said respectfully to Lin Hao.

Lin Hao nodded his head and said nothing, but remained silent. Lin Hao's
eyes stared at the road in front of him with a deadly stare, the speed of the car
kept climbing up and up again, but Lin Hao's eyes were getting colder and
colder, and the killing intent on his body was getting thicker and stronger, he
had just killed Lin Xiaoyun, and he had wanted to be calm for a while. But now
someone was going to jump out looking for death!

And when Lin Hao thought about the fact that Shen Yutong, the woman
who was strong on the surface but weak inside, who dared to love and hate,
thought about the scene when he was being madly chased by the assassins
hired by the Lin Clan's branch in Tianhai City, at his most desperate moment,
Shen Yutong didn't hesitate to show up to save him. Thinking about that rainy
night, the scene where Shen Yutong drove a car and fled with him, obviously
Shen Yutong was scared to death in her heart, even her body was trembling,
but she still insisted on fleeing with the severely injured Lin Hao ......

"You ...... deserve to die! ...... "The killing machine in Lin Yan's heart kept
surging up and up again, his eyes were now red, if he had listened to Shen Xiyan
earlier, if he hadn't thought about it for so long after he got through the video
with Shen Xiyan. He would have gone to find Shen Yutong, and with him there,
nothing would have happened to Shen Yutong, just absolutely nothing!



"Lin Hao ...... you, can you hug me? Just give me a hug, just a little. We'll
never know each other again, okay?" On that rainy night in Nanjiang City, the
miserable woman, dressed incomparably thin, said bitterly to him. And he, Lin
Hao, didn't even grant her that little wish of hers ......

"Lin Hao, Xi Yan is in danger, in danger ......" when Lin Hao was
unconscious in Tian Hai City, Shen Yutong found where he was and woke her up
with a cry ......
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"No, I'm not staying, I'm going to Europe, you and Xi Yan should be happy and
have a good ...... "The night the Gong family was destroyed, Shen Yutong said to
Lin Hao with a forced smile.

"Gong Ming, are you still willing to marry me? If you're still willing, I'll
marry you and we'll get married in Europe ...... "When Lin Hao let go of Gong
Ming, Shen Yutong said to Gong Ming in front of him ......

...... The scene where Lin Hao and Shen Yutong were together in the past
was now constantly floating in front of Lin Hao's eyes, and an image kept
flashing by, with Shen Yutong's figure becoming clearer and clearer in Lin Hao's
heart. She, Shen Yutong, hadn't done anything wrong from start to finish! Is it
wrong that she loves Lin Ho? No bar, and it had always been her who was
paying for Lin Hao. And Lin Hao's attitude towards her had always been one of
rejection and rejection. Even in the end, Shen Yutong was willing to go and
marry Gong Ming, a man she didn't even love in her heart, in order to make him
feel at ease, and all for him, for him Lin Hao!!!!

"Ahhhhh ！！！！Ah ...... "In the next moment, Lin Hao, who could no longer
endure the anger in his heart, suddenly shouted, his palm hitting the steering
wheel, the monstrous killing intent in Lin Hao's body at this moment, could no
longer be controlled and spread out, Lin Leng, who was sitting beside him, at
this moment, only felt that his body was pressed like a big mountain. The
pressure was too much for him to breathe.



Lin Hao was venting, and after Lin Leng was stunned, he quickly took out
his phone and dialed a number and yelled at the other end, "What the fuck are
you eating! Check it out! Check it out! By any means necessary, I want to know
the news, in the shortest possible time!!!"

Lin Leng was also anxious, it was only at this moment that he truly
understood, understood how important that kidnapped Shen Yutong really was
in Lin Hao's heart!

Just as Lin Hao was speeding closer to where Gong Ming was, Gong Ming
was also dumbfounded after talking to Lin Hao on the phone. Two lines of tears
suddenly flowed down from his eyes. There was a hint of celebration in his heart,
so Lin Hao was here, right here! And he believed that with Lin Hao's terrifying
power, that monstrous authority, he would be able to rescue Shen Yutong this
time, absolutely! Absolutely!

"Lin Hao, thank you ......" Gong Ming's mouth murmured, only his heart
had more complicated intentions. Shen Yutong had come to Western Europe
with him on his own initiative, but in the end, he didn't have the ability to
protect Shen Yutong, and in the end, he still had to turn to Lin Hao. Gong Ming's
heart was incomparably complicated when he thought of this. It was just that no
matter what, the priority now was to get Shen Yutong back safely. As long as
Shen Yutong could come back safe and sound, for him to give Gong Ming
everything, he was willing! Even if it meant not marrying Shen Yutong for the
rest of his life, he was willing!

Ten minutes later, Lin Hao's car drove up to the front door of Gong Ming's
villa, and the moment his car appeared, dozens of top soldiers under Lin Leng's
command followed behind him.

In the next moment, Lin Hao stepped out of the car and hurriedly walked
towards the interior of the villa, with Lin Leng and the dozens of combat
sequences following behind him. At this moment, outside the villa stood two
European policemen. After those two European policemen saw Lin Hao and his
hostile group of Chinese. They looked unhappy and blocked Lin Hao's way.

"Who are you guys? Why did you come here?" One of the tall white
Europeans spoke to Lin Hao.



"Get out!" Lin Hao shouted coldly and punched the white man in the
temple. The white man was one meter tall and weighed over two hundred
pounds, but he was still blown away by Lin Hao's punch.

"Don't move, raise your hands! Freeze!!!" The next moment, another
European policeman, seeing that Lin Hao dared to hit their Western European
policeman, drew his gun and pointed it at Lin Hao. The few policemen who were
in the lobby of the house at this moment also hurriedly ran out with their guns
after hearing the movement outside the door.

"You guys want to die?" When Lin Leng saw these European policemen
put their guns, he gave a loud shout, and the next moment the dozens of top
soldiers behind him all drew their guns and pointed them at the white
policemen, and even more so had two of the most elite warriors, directly broke
into the house, and in the shortest possible time took control of the few
policemen inside the house ......

The white policeman who is also holding a gun to Lin Hao at the moment,
scared white face. Hand much shivered up zero love dye land Lu Yi service to,
quickly threw the gun to the side, and then was a soldier under Lin Leng, a kick
over the ground, control ......

"Hm ......" Lin Leng snorted and followed Lin Hao to the house. At this
moment, Gong Ming who was in the upstairs wedding room also heard the
sounds from downstairs and he quickly ran down.

"Lin Hao ......" after seeing Lin Hao's figure, Gong Ming called out to Lin
Hao incomparably complicated.

"Well, long story short, did you find out who the person who kidnapped Yu
Tong was? Have they contacted you again?" Lin Hao opened his mouth and
asked to Gong Ming.

Gong Ming shook his head, "Can't find out, I don't know who the other
party is, I ......" just as Gong Ming continued on, suddenly another phone in his
hand rang out, a video connection. And this cell phone was given to him by
those killers.

"This phone was given to me by those killers, and they have now taken
the initiative to contact me ......" said Gong Ming as he hurriedly ran to Lin Hao,
holding the phone in front of him.



Lin Hao nodded his head and his eyes signaled Gong Ming to connect.
The next moment after the video was connected, Lin Hao immediately saw the
kidnapped Shen Yutong ......

At the moment two head on the hooded kidnappers, is a left and a right
grabbed Shen Yutong's two arms, Shen Yutong pale, the body's clothes intact,
but the corner of the mouth is a blood spill, Shen Yutong is now kneeling in the
middle of the video, the next moment another hooded kidnappers appeared in
the video, he holds a cold shimmering saber, set on Shen Yutong's neck, the
next moment, Shen Yutong that snow white slender neck, it spilled a trace of
red blood to ......

Chapter 695

Shen Yutong clenched her teeth in death, her eyes had an unyielding look, and
right now even though she was being held by two kidnappers, she didn't give in,
her eyes were incomparably determined. But in the next moment, Shen Yutong
saw Lin Hao standing beside Gong Ming. Shen Yutong was stunned for a
moment, and then her eyes became complicated. She stared blankly at Lin Hao,
at the man she loved the most in her heart, at the man with red eyes across the
video at the moment ......

At this moment Shen Yutong was looking at Lin Hao, Lin Hao was also
looking at Shen Yutong, and when Lin Hao saw Shen Yutong's swollen cheeks,
as well as seeing the blood flowing down from her Wu Lu Land Serving
Intentional Closed Service neck, Lin Hao was silent, and the killing intent on his
body was already about to condense into substance. It was just that the calmer
Lin Hao was, the more terrifying he was.

The next moment, the kidnapper in the opposite video with a knife on
Shen Yutong's neck said to Gong Ming: "Oh, Mr. Gong, you didn't keep your word,
you notified the police, so we also taught your fiancee a lesson. But we're only
giving you this one chance, if you want to get the police involved again, then
the next thing we'll show you is your fiancée's corpse. You can try and see if we
dare or not ......"

"Don't don't, don't hurt Yu Tong, I'll agree to all of your conditions! I
promise I won't cooperate with the police again, right$100million? I'm already
mobilizing the money, I'm already mobilizing the money, I'll be ready tomorrow,



please don't hurt Yu Tong, please ...... "Gong Ming's tears fell, and he quickly
said to the kidnapper on the opposite side of the video.

Only the kidnapper across the street was shaking his head at this
moment, "Sorry, Mr. Gong, originally we were going to ask you for 100 million,
but because of your stupidity, the police in all of Western Europe are now
looking for us, and it's hard for my boss to do ah. So now the ransom into one
billion, don't tell me you don't have, we estimate that the property under your
name, if all sold, there should be more than one billion, if you can not sell, we
can also introduce you to buyers. Of course, one billion, it is considered
ninety-nine percent of your possessions, you can choose to refuse, after all, a
woman only ......".

"A billion ...... billions ...... me ...... me ...... "After Gong Ming heard the
kidnappers' words, his face instantly went pale, yes, those kidnappers weren't
wrong, his entire possessions now were a billion. But that was all ah, if he paid
the ransom for all of it, then he would be finished from now on. Gong Ming
hesitated, the bottom line in his heart was 500 million, half of his possessions,
Shen Yutong was equivalent to half of his possessions in his heart, just a billion,
then that was all, then everything he had in the future would be gone ......

Shen Yutong on the other side of the video, when she saw Gong Ming's
incomparably hesitant struggling eyes, her heart was also complicated and she
sighed deeply. Her deep sigh ......

At this moment Shen Yutong next to the kidnapper with a knife, smiling
to Shen Yutong said: "Oh, Miss Shen, it seems that your husband will not give
you everything he has, in fact, I was just joking, our purpose is 500 million ......
Of course, if Mr. Gong has just agreed, we are also It's a lot of money, isn't it?"

After this very sinister kidnapper finished speaking, he looked at Gong
Ming again, smiled wryly twice, took a deep look at Gong Ming, and slowly said,
"Mr. Gong Ming, you heard what I just said, right? Half a billion, yes, just half a
billion. Now can you take it out? I cut you in half, didn't I? And ah, don't think I'm
going to drop you again, but I'm telling you the truth this time, I swear, if you
don't agree, we're really going to rip ......"

That kidnapper said, the knife against Shen Yutong's neck, once again a
little harder, suddenly Shen Yutong's neck outflow of blood even more. And that
killer's knife is still pressing down, cutting deeper and deeper into Shen
Yutong's neck, of course this action is very, very slow, he will leave Gong Ming



sufficient reaction time, will not really get Shen Yutong to death, to be frank this
is the game ......

"I ......" Gong Ming was just about to say yes when he was interrupted by
Shen Yutong across the video.

"No need! Gong Ming, you don't have to give so much for me, you know, I
don't love you in my heart, you don't have to care about me, I know you will
give, but Gong Ming, for you, I'm not worth it. You go find another girl to
marry ......" Shen Yutong said in a resolute tone to Gong Ming across the video.
The voice was incomparably resolute!

After Shen Yutong finished speaking, Gong Ming was silly, and so was the
assassin standing beside Shen Yutong, who was stunned for a while before he
reacted. But this killer's eyes were cold, and he stared at Shen Yutong and said,
"Miss Shen, do you think I'm joking with you? Huh? Or do you really think I
wouldn't dare to kill you? You're wasting my time, I'll ask you one last time, are
you sure you want to persuade Gong Ming not to pay the$500million ransom?
Answer me when you think about it, I'll give you a minute ......"

"No need to wait, that's what I mean, if you want to kill! What's all the
rambling about?" Shen Yutong spoke with a decisive tone to the kidnapper
beside her. At this moment, she didn't know why she was like this,maybe it was
just that she saw the man she loved the most in her heart, maybe she just
simply didn't want to, didn't want that man to see the worst side of her, right?

"Oh ...... Hahahaha ......" the kidnapper with the knife laughed, and
laughed after hearing Shen Yutong's words. Laughing somewhat maniacal, he
has been swimming on the edge of life and death for years, their kind of knife
licking blood, they may die tomorrow, so they simply will not save money, if
they have money, they spend it, if they don't have money, they don't spend it.
So instead of wasting time with Shen Yutong here, it's better to go find
someone else to get some money ......

"Since, you want to die so badly, then I will fulfill you ......" the kidnapper
with the knife, after saying a gloomy sentence, the next moment suddenly
raised the knife high, without the slightest hesitation, to cut at Shen Yutong's
head. And Shen Yutong is also really stubborn to the extreme, directly closed
her eyes ......
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"Don't, I'll give ...... me ......" Gong Ming saw the other party raise his knife to
slash down on Shen Yutong, and suddenly he couldn't help but yell out. He
couldn't just watch and see Shen Yutong die in front of him right ......

"Oh, it's late, I'm on fire! So sorry ...... "The kidnapper with the knife, after
hearing Gong Ming's words, paused for a moment, but the next moment raised
the knife and slashed at Shen Yutong's head again, while Shen Yutong still had
her eyes tightly closed ......

But in the next moment, just as the knife in the kidnapper's hand was
about to fall on Shen Yutong's head, Lin Hao suddenly spoke, "Don't act, two
billion, two billion dollars, I'll give ......"

Buzz ...... After Lin Hao shouted this, the killer's knife, which landed right
on Shen Yutong's hair, was only two millimeters away from cutting down, but
the knife was off to the side and stopped at this moment. It was just as Lin Hao
had said, this masked kidnapper with a knife had been acting all along.

Shen Yutong, who had her eyes closed, had two tears flowing from the
corners of her eyes. She knew that with Lin Hao, she wouldn't die, there was no
reason for it, it was simply her feeling, the Gestapo in her heart, would never
stand by and watch her die ...... It was just that he was already married and had
an unprecedented wedding with her sister, yeah, he was already married
ah... ...More tears flowed as Shen Yu Tong thought about it ......

The kidnapper who took the knife threw it to the side with great pleasure,
took a chair and sat in the middle, facing Lin Hao, and said with a smile, "Oh, I
could just tell, the person who can make Gong Ming stand behind him is
definitely not an ordinary person, can you tell me who you are? I want to be
friends with you, I don't need two billion, one billion is fine, you pay me and I'll
let you go. And after this time, you gain our friendship, if you have anything to
do in the future, you can come to us, the price is negotiable ......"

Lin Hao didn't have any expression on his face, he just stared at the killer
across the video and nodded and said, "No need, the woman you kidnapped
saved my life. When I say two billion is two billion, but you have to make sure
she doesn't get hurt again! Otherwise, I can either save two billion or I can two
billion to find someone to kill you! The organization behind you should be
formidable, but for two billion, I'm afraid I don't even need an outsider, and



there's no shortage of people within you who want you dead, so deal now?" Lin
Hao said in a low voice with red eyes.

The killer in the video was silent after hearing Lin Hao's words. He felt a
deadly sense of crisis as he was being stared at by Lin Hao. He had no doubt
that if he really killed Shen Yutong today, he would never see the sun tomorrow!

The kidnapper, who was sitting in the middle of the video, smiled after a
long silence and said, "Yes, don't worry, as long as you pay the money tomorrow,
I'll send the person back to you, to your doorstep, and from now on, Miss Shen
won't be harmed in any way, I promise. Do not let me send people today, we are
not in F country now, I guarantee that tomorrow before dark, I will send people
back to you ...... but you have to make sure that the ransom. Two billion, you
said, tomorrow we must see the money! Otherwise, don't blame me for turning
my face ...... "The masked killer narrowed his eyes.

Lin Hao took a deep look at the killer and said, "Your offshore bank
account service zero er intentionally closed shade Wu dye to me ......"

"What? The account number?" The masked kidnapper was stunned, not
feeling the need to ask questions.

Lin Hao said, "What else? Didn't you ask for a ransom? Don't bother so
much, give me the account number and I'll have it transferred to you now ......"

"Eww ...... "The masked killer across the video was stupid, the first time he
had seen this kind of impatience, he had to pay a ransom before the person was
even put back.

He almost subconsciously gave Lin Hao an account number, he also
wanted to see if the man standing in front of Gong Ming was bragging and lying
or not. But the next moment he was shocked and unable to speak. Because he
saw that the two billion dollars in the account had arrived!!!! Yes it actually
arrived!!!! Such a huge amount of heavenly money was actually transferred in
ten seconds!!!!

You know that to be able to operate a quick transfer of such a large
amount of money successfully would mean to have an extremely strong power!
Thinking of this, the masked kidnapper didn't dare to sit in front of Lin Hao at
this moment. Hastily standing up, he said respectfully to Lin Hao, "Honorable sir,
we only kidnapped Miss Shen for lack of money, please don't worry, we promise



to treat Miss Shen's injuries right away, there will never be a trace of injury left
on that neck of hers! And we promise to do our best if you need anything in the
future, we're sorry about this incident, we really are ......."

"Er ...... "Gong Ming was also stupid, and the few policemen in the house
who were under control were also completely stupid. The kidnapper actually
apologized again to the man in front of him? And by the sound of that, it's still
an incredibly fearful apology!!!! At this moment, the police officers who were
under control also completely lost their desire to take revenge on Lin Hao, and
one by one, they lowered their heads with incomparable pride. In their hearts,
they had a deep fear of this Huaxia man in front of them ......

"I want to see someone tomorrow! Intact man! Otherwise you will die ......"
said Lin Hao in a low voice.

"Yes yes yes, I promise, I swear, I swear Miss Shen will appear before you
intact tomorrow, I promise ......" said the killer quickly and respectfully. A person
who could casually take out two billion ah, how terrifying should the power be?
Don't say he can't afford to mess with him, even the organization behind him
will have to weigh in when it comes to such a ruthless person ......

"You better remember what you said ......" Lin Hao finally looked deeply at
the masked killer once more. Then he just turned off the video link ......

"Check! Whoever the other guy is! When Yutong returns tomorrow,
exterminate their entire clan for me!" The next moment after hanging up the
video, Lin Hao stood up and said icily to Lin Leng behind him. The killing intent
on his body exploded with a bang ......
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Time passed by, Lin Hao found the CCTV footage of Shen Yutong's kidnapping,
it was all captured by the cameras on the road. Second by second, Lin Hao
watched, watching Lin Hao suddenly pressed the pause button, his sight
stopped on the back of a masked kidnapper's hand, the kidnapper slipped some



gloves on his hand while decadenting Shen Yu Tong, revealing half of a black
scorpion tattoo.

"Zoom!" Lin Hao said to the policeman who showed him the surveillance
video. The white cop's legs were shaking, and when he heard Lin Hao's words,
he quickly zoomed in on the video.

In the next moment, Lin Hao was sure it was a scorpion and Lin Hao
narrowed his eyes. Lin Leng, who was standing behind him, looked at the
scorpion tattoo with some eyes, and he frowned deeply, thinking about it.

"You know it?" Lin Hao asked sideways to Lin Leng.

After thinking for a moment, Lin Leng fiercely stared at Lin Hao with
incomparable certainty and said, "Home Lord, this tattoo is the symbol of
Europe's largest killer mercenary group, Black Scorpion! The person who
kidnapped Miss Shen is a Black Scorpion!"

"Black Scorpion ...... bang ......" After hearing Lin Leng's words, the white
policeman who was standing in front of Lin Hao completely fell to the ground as
his legs weakened, his eyes deep with intense fear. When they checked the
video just now, they didn't pay close attention. After all, the kidnapper was just
exposed for that one moment, and was soon covered by gloves again. And they
didn't notice, but Lin Hao did.

When Lin Hao looked at the fearful eyes of the white cop in front of him,
he had some guesses. To Lin Leng, he asked, "Lin Leng, have you dealt with this
Black Scorpion Zero Shan whisk Lu whisk love whisk land? Is the other side
strong? A lot of power?"

Lin Leng's face became heavy at this moment after hearing Lin Hao's
question. Nodding heavily, he said, "Well, three years ago when I was in North
Africa, I took my brothers and fought against one of the Black Scorpion's army
leaders, and that person was very strong, not inferior to me. And the mercenary
warriors under his command were also very tough! I also took a loss at the time.
They had as many as four or five thousand mercenaries in the open. There were
even more killers in the dark. This force is strong and has been inherited in
Western Europe for many years ......"

"Are they as strong as Lin Tsung Yun and the others?" Lin Hao asked after
a silent meeting, the icy cold killing intent on his body still undiminished.



Lin Leng directly shook his head without hesitation this time, "No, the
Black Scorpion Organization's Zongshi level experts are only their leader, Black
Scorpion, alone. Those twelve army leaders below the Black Scorpion are only
about the same in battle as me. Far less powerful than Lin Xiaoyun and the
others ......"

Lin Hao nodded and slowly narrowed his eyes, "Good, I'll go meet this
Black Scorpion tomorrow morning ......"

Lin Leng felt a killing intent from Lin Hao's words, as well as a monstrous
rage. Hastily lowering his head, the current Lin Hao was too terrifying, Lin Hao
had been promoted to Gestalt Innate, and was carrying the power to behead
the old clan master Lin Xiaoyun, as well as the forty-eighth head of the
succeeding Lin Clan. A top ruthless man as strong as Lin Leng, a half-step clan
master, didn't dare to meet Lin Hao's eyes at this moment.

After knowing who had done this to Shen Yutong, Lin Hao stayed with
Gong Ming for a while. Then he left, tomorrow Shen Yutong would be back, and
he would have to arrive at the Sacred Mountain by tomorrow morning to take
over all of the Lin Clan's branch's power in Western Europe!

And right now in Western Europe H, the kidnapper who had just
negotiated with Lin Hao was staring blankly at the account on his phone, the
cold sweat on his head still flowing down. After he hung up the video, the more
he thought about it, the more afraid he became. Fear of Lin Hao, although he
didn't know who Lin Hao was, Lin Hao gave him the feeling that he was much
more powerful than his army commander.

"Did you check ...... to find out? Who the hell is that man? It should be
able to find out, after all, he just had a transfer record ...... "The kidnapper's face
is a little pale, said to a group of associates in front of him.

This dare to negotiate with Lin Hao's kidnappers, codename Silver Wolf,
used to be active in the Middle East generation, when mercenaries. There was
no telling how much blood had been stained on his hands, and the long life of
killing had long since twisted his heart. On the battlefields of the Middle East, he
didn't dare to sleep too much every night, very afraid that he would be killed by
someone from the Middle East while he was still asleep. Although they, the
Black Scorpion Mercenaries, were strong and ruthless, the Middle East also had
several bullish legions that existed.



For example, the Jihad Brigade of a major oil country in the Middle East
was incomparably strong, and every single soldier was a special soldier among
special soldiers. Each one taken individually, their combat strength as well as
their combat awareness and so on were no weaker than him. Silver Wolf had
seen with his own eyes, his own companions that were killed by the other side.
And a few days ago, he Silver Wolf finally got out of that war-torn place. After he
returned to Western Europe, he was incomparably indulgent and enjoyed his
life to the fullest. And the mission his boss, Purple Scorpion, had arranged for
him was very simple, just a kidnapping, so he accepted it easily.

But right now he was looking at the entire two billion dollar balance that
was called in from his account, and he was a little scared. Yes, it was too much
money, so much money that they could hire their entire Black Scorpion Corps to
fight a massive battle in the Middle East. People are like that, when there is little
money, there is no burden in holding it, but when there is too much money, it
will feel hot. At the very least, just in case you have the life to take it and not the
life to spend it!

The mercenary who had just approached Silver Wolf at this moment said
to Silver Wolf, "I'm sorry brother, I can't find out the details, the money came
from the Tianhai Group in Huaxia Tianhai City, and the man who just negotiated
with you is called Lin Hao! He has a wife named Shen Xiyan, and this Shen
Yutong that the boss asked us to kidnap is the cousin of Lin Hao's wife. We
didn't know about Shen Yutong's sister before, after all, when we made the plan,
Shen Xiyan hadn't married Lin Hao ......"

"Lin Hao? Why does that name sound familiar? I think I've heard that
somewhere these days?" When Silver Wolf heard his companion say the name
Lin Hao, he frowned deeply. He instinctively felt that Lin Hao's name was
familiar, but he couldn't recall it for a moment.
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Although the Lin Clan was powerful in Western Europe, Silver Wolf and these
companions of his had been in the Middle East before. So the division of power
on this side of Western Europe wasn't that clear, and their own power level
wasn't good enough. Silver Wolf just vaguely felt that Lin Hao's name was
familiar. He was pretty sure he'd heard that name before, and it was these days,
and it was a scary name! But he just couldn't remember for a moment.



Just as Silver Wolf was grabbing his head and desperately trying to
remember, his phone suddenly rang. It was a call from his boss, Purple Scorpion.
He couldn't care less about thinking about Lin Hao's matter and quickly picked
it up.

The next moment, the voice of the Purple Scorpion came from the other
end of the phone, "Silver Wolf, how are things going? Did that Gong Ming agree
to pay the $500 million ransom?"

"Err ...... "Silver Wolf listened to the boss Purple Scorpion's question, and
for a moment he didn't know how to explain to Purple Scorpion. After all, there
was a full two billion dollars in that account of his right now!!!!

"What's going on? Was there a mistake? Was it Gong Ming who didn't
want to pay the ransom? Hmm?" The Purple Scorpion on the other end of the
phone saw that his men were slow to reply, and his voice grew cold and icy.

Silver Wolf sensed that the Purple Scorpion was angry, so he quickly said
everything that had just happened. And when he finished, the Purple Scorpion
on the other end of the phone was also silent.

The Purple Scorpion was silent for a long time before his voice came over
again, "Have you checked the account? Are you sure they're calling $2 billion
straight up? Are you sure you're reading this right, not two hundred million, but
two billion?" Purple Scorpion's voice was thick with incredulity.

Silver Wolf nodded, "Boss, I confirmed it a full dozen times ah. That
person really called two billion dollars. Boss, I have a feeling that person's
identity is very unusual, have we kicked the can down the road this time?"

"Oh, it's fine, in this part of Western Europe, there's no one who dares to
go against us Black Scorpion! Well, I have things on my side, since the ransom
has arrived, and three times more than expected, this thing you do very well,
west love zero dyed ground zero er closed your bonus doubled ten times. Go
have fun. I still have things on my side, tomorrow you come to me, put people
back, we black scorpion do things also have a heavy commitment, well, I am
very busy on this side, let's not say ...... "the phone on the other side of the
purple scorpion did not care in the slightest, said, then very domineering hung
up the phone.



"Boss, that Chinese man called Lin ...... beep beep beep ...... "Silver Wolf
wanted to tell Purple Scorpion the worry in his heart, but he hung up the phone
before Purple Scorpion could finish. It seemed that there was really something
going on over at Purple Scorpion's side ......

"Alright, Wolf, don't dwell on it, that Shen Yutong I've already arranged
for a doctor, didn't the boss just say that we'll double our bonus tenfold, so
hurry up and take your brothers and go indulge in something! All these years in
the Middle East, I've been in that hellhole, I'm getting rusty there, the women
there are really tasteless, or our country's women are good, white skin, strong!
I want to play ten tonight! Hehehe ...... "The mercenary in front of Silver Wolf
said to Silver Wolf with his eyes wide open.

Silver Wolf frowned and nodded, even though his boss, Purple Scorpion,
had just said that in this land of Western Europe, no one could provoke them.
But for some reason, when he thought of the look Lin Hao gave him when he
was negotiating with him, he was still a little uneasy ......

"Is it really all right ...... Well, since the boss has said so, and the boss has
just returned, he is now in a piece with the chief. I'm sure it's fine, a Chinese
only, far worse than us ...... "Silver Wolf comforted himself in his heart. Then he
didn't think about it any more, but followed the brother in front of him and went
out, just as his men said, he also missed those beauties in Western Europe. ......

And at this moment the sky outside has completely darkened, and there
are more and more people converging at the West Olin's Holy Mountain, the
atmosphere is becoming more and more depressing and heavy ......

On a highway leading to the holy mountain, Lin Hao sat there with cold
killing intent emitting from all over his body, heading towards the direction of
the Lin Clan's holy mountain, and tomorrow morning he will carry a monstrous
momentum and pay a visit to the Black Scorpion organization ......

Lin Hao in the car does not say a word, very silent, very silent ......
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At three o'clock in the morning, in one of the top nightclubs in Western Europe,
countless beautiful women were still agitating to the music. Silver wolf group of
people incomparably enjoy, drinking the most expensive wine, hugging
Europe's top beautiful and sexy beauty. Indulge indiscriminately ......

"I'm sure you'll be able to rest easy for the rest of your life without having
to go to that hellhole in the Middle East to fight for your life. Brother Wolf, you
can't forget the brothers ......" said a bald mercenary under the command of
Silver Wolf, one hand squeezing the thigh of the woman in his arms, while
facing Silver Wolf who was surrounded by five top white beauties.

Silver Wolf also drank too much at this point, and spoke without much
concern, directly threw a bank card on the table with a big wave of his hand and
said: "There are five million in this card, brothers this week to play casually!
Spend it all ......"

As Silver Wolf's words fell, the emotions of the crowd in the nightclub
rose even higher. And the five women who were surrounding Silver Wolf were
all glowing with two eyes at this moment. There were still a lot of people inside
the bar, but at this moment, one of the beauties directly kneeled among Silver
Wolf's legs and pulled down the zipper of Silver Wolf's pants in front of
everyone. ......

When Silver Wolf and his group saw a beautiful woman doing this to
Silver Wolf, they went even crazier and played even more high, truly unbridled.
What their group didn't realize was that right now in the corner of this bar, there
was a top assassin present, he heard the words of Silver Wolf's few people, he
was a top assassin who had been active in Europe for a long time, naturally he
wouldn't be like Silver Wolf's group of mercenaries who could get drunk, he was
sober all the time.

"Did you make two billion dollars? This is not the territory of your Purple
Scorpion Corps ah, you make too much money, cross the line ah ...... "This top
assassin in a trench coat, suppressed the grim gaze in the depths of his eyes,
and after staying in the bar for a while longer, he walked out without anyone
noticing when he left ......

The next morning at ten o'clock, a convoy of three black Mercedes-Benz
commercial vehicles drove towards the direction of F. If Gong Ming was there,
he would have been able to tell at a glance that the Mercedes-Benz commercial
vehicle in the middle of the convoy was the one that had kidnapped Shen



Yutong yesterday. And right now, Shen Yutong was indeed in this car. Silver
Wolf and the eight mercenaries under his command were escorting her back to
the place where she lived with Gong Ming. It's just that Silver Wolf these people,
last night Yixi Serving Lu Fu indulged last night, drank a lot of wine, this time the
head is also a little dizzy.

Silver Wolf wore a mask and said to Shen Yutong: "Oh, Miss Shen, the
scars on your neck have not been completely eliminated, you go back and wipe
some more medicine, you can rest assured that the medicine we give you can
definitely make the scars on your neck eliminate, that bottle of medicine, but it
is worth tens of millions of dollars ......"

There was no expression on Shen Yutong's face, and she did not open
her mouth to say a word to the silver wolf. Now when Shen Yutong heard Silver
Wolf speak, she even simply closed her eyes. Lin Hao had spent two billion US
dollars on her yesterday, while Gong Ming had ultimately chosen to hesitate.
This made Shen Yutong's heart very difficult, she hadn't slept all night last night
and her heart was complicated, she didn't know if she still wanted to marry
Gong Ming the day after tomorrow. After all, Gong Ming had hesitated during
yesterday's negotiations with Silver Wolf. And after she saw Lin Hao again
yesterday, until now she still had Lin Hao inside her head ......
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Silver Wolf saw that Shen Yutong had closed her eyes and was simply ignoring
her. He didn't get angry, after all, the woman in front of him had such a
terrifying male behind her! One shot was two billion dollars, he couldn't afford
to offend an existence like that. Even his boss, Purple Scorpion, might not be
able to offend him, so at this moment, Silver Wolf was completely treating Shen
Yutong like a princess, thinking in his heart to quickly send Shen Yutong back,
the look in Lin Hao's eyes yesterday really made him feel scared.

Silver Wolf smiled and said to Shen Yutong, "Miss Shen, please wait a
little longer, the border of F country is just ahead, after that, it's another two
hours drive and you'll be home. Miss Shen, we are only seeking money this time,
of course if you need anything in the future, you can come to us, the price I give
you the highest discount ......"

Silver Wolf kept saying to Shen Yutong with a smile, but Shen Yutong still
didn't have any reaction. When Silver Wolf saw Shen Yutong like this, he didn't



speak anymore, but turned around and picked up the car radio and said to the
car in front of him, "Speed up, pass the border quickly, and send Miss Shen
home safely ......"

The border of F was right in front of us, and Silver Wolf's heart was
excited. As long as we cross here, we can send this ancestor in the car back
safely. This single even if it is completely completed, this last part, don't make
any more mistakes ah ......

But according to Murphy's Law, the more people are afraid of something,
the more they will encounter it. At this moment just as the convoy of the Silver
Wolf Protectorate's Italian Sicilian Lu Yiwu sending Shen Yu Tong back to the
country was about to pass through the border, suddenly their convoy was
intercepted by someone. The other party was all wearing military uniforms and
had weapons in their hands, and there were many, many numbers of them,
dozens of them, and they were directly intercepted.

Silver Wolf's heart thudded inside, and he frowned deeply. He quickly
took off the hood on his head and looked at the men coming down from the car
in front of him to negotiate with the other party. But in the next moment, Silver
Wolf saw that the first car, his three men, were knocked down by the other
party and they were directly knocked unconscious ......

"Go, go, go, go, go, go!" When Silver Wolf saw this, he became anxious in
his heart and quickly gave the driver in front of him a yell. That driver, now
under the effect of alcohol and bold, directly started the car violently and
rushed towards the barrier ahead, but in the next moment, those soldiers in
front of the barrier ahead, directly opened fire with their weapons in their hands!
A full dozen micro-charges opened fire on this Mercedes commercial vehicle of
Silver Wolf ......

Da da da da da da ...... instantly dozens of tongues of fire, they covered
this car of Silver Wolf, Silver Wolf is wearing a bulletproof vest, and his car is
also bulletproof, but at the moment he still hurriedly jumped on Shen Yutong,
afraid that Shen Yutong was mistakenly injured by the other party.

And at this moment the dozens of tongues of fire outside were still madly
pouring bullets into their car. But the dozens of tongue of fire did not hit the car
body, hit all the ground, the control is not more accurate than, in other words,
they just knocked out the car's power system, and soon the two Mercedes-Benz



commercial vehicle's four tires were all burst. And the car eventually stopped in
front of the group of soldiers with guns.

When the car was forced to stop, Silver Wolf's face was incomparably
grim, and he picked up his cell phone to call his boss, Purple Scorpion, the first
time, but the next moment he saw a man wearing a white suit, white shoes,
with a demon pale face and a white scorpion tattooed on the side of his face,
appearing right in front of him and smiling at him, and if Silver Wolf had paid
attention when he was indulging in the bar last night, then he would have
noticed that the killer who was in the same bar as them last night was standing
behind the white scorpion right now ......

"White ...... white scorpion, deputy, deputy army leader ......" the silver
wolf swallowed hard, when he saw the white scorpion, especially after seeing
the killer behind it, he snapped Understood. Almost instantly he thought of what
he had said last night.

"Trouble ...... "The moment Silver Wolf saw the White Scorpion, his heart
thumped hard, and the cell phone that had already been put to his ear and had
dialed the Purple Scorpion's phone was not put down, and Silver Wolf's eyes
had more than a hint of fear ......
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